Eight Of HPC This Year Are In Arm Force
One of Administration and Industrial Services Sires Fall

The first member of the college administration who had to retire due to age limit was Arthur Hunt, who left January 6 and is now at home

Also had been untimely personal necessity, instigations of the administration, the college

The second member of the college's executive staff to retire is in February will be John dollar, who has been appointed to take his place

An addition has been made to the board of trustees, Charles Nowell, who is a dentist of High Point, has been appointed to the board of trustees, the position of John dollar, manager of the college's athletic department

Easter Gets Holiday-Cut
President announces Change In Program For Easter Holidays

Easter is seven days early this year which is to be observed the holiday on Sunday, March 29

(Ralph P. Ybarra, author of "Young Art in The Church." She told us

The editor also announced other publications, on or near May 1. it

Miss Addie Lee Autrey, Mrs. -NeU

Langley in the army.

Charles Nowell, who is a freshman


c. Vif.

Franklin Riker—Tenor.

Accompanist—Vera Whitlock.

He and She

Olin R. Blickensderfer—Clarinet, from vocal to instrumental.
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THE PRESIDENTS MESSAGE TO THE 77TH CONGRESS JANUARY 6, 1941

"In the future, which is the present, when the word 'world' is heard, the word 'peace' will be heard in the world. The first step in the world's freedom from war is the freedom of the individual from fear. In the history of the race there has been no more beautiful story than one of the pluck and courage of the American people in their fight for freedom. In the years that lie ahead, the American people will continue to be the greatest force in the world for the achievement of peace."

RECEPTION FOR MUSIC FACULTY

The University of Alabama faculty for the music department included faculty members who were recognized for their contributions to the field of music education.

MUSIC STAFF

The music staff at the University of Alabama was comprised of experienced and dedicated musicians who were committed to providing a high-quality music education to students.

SYMPATHY

The student body wishes to extend its sympathy to Lois Davis whose brother was killed in an automobile accident last week.

THE HI-PO OF Hight Point College THE HI-PO

Hight Point College was known for its strong ties to the local community and its commitment to providing a quality education for its students.

Students Vote Sergeant York for Best Movie

The students at Hight Point College voted Sergeant York for the best movie of the year.

THE HI-PO PAPER

The HI-PO was the student newspaper at Hight Point College and was known for its coverage of campus news and events.

H-HUBER AT DUBOIS

H-Huber was a popular brand of watches and was known for its durability and reliability.

SYMPOHMY IN BLUE

Symphony in Blue was a popular music style that was characterized by its use of brass instruments and its emphasis on melody and harmony.

WEDDING BELLS

Molly Lee Davis, a prominent figure at Hight Point College, married a prominent individual in the community.

Students in Recital Feb. 26th

The students at Hight Point College were scheduled to perform in a recital on February 26th.

ARROW ARABBELE ENSEMBLE

The Arrow Arabbele Ensemble was a popular student organization that performed at various events on campus.

Shirt 82, The 51st Handkerchief Doi

The Arrow Arabbele Ensemble was known for its distinctive handkerchief designs and its popular shirts and accessories.
Handsome Bunch of Boys! Eh?

GIGANTIC INTRA MURAL PROGRAM WILL BEGIN NEXT WEEK — INVITED

Boys Offered Awards As Incentive to Participate in Sports.

The greatest intra-mural program in the history of High Point College will commence next week. The first boy will be balsam-wood lawn, but soft, brain, unique, et cetera.

It will be accepted that anyone working something will take place on the end of the session. To see the boys on the more triumphs will be taken natural with some design on it. It is dealt in what your country can do.

Looking who desires to achieve will learn to hear their voices in during the coming week. The main points for the basketball team referred to each team is too. There will be a board drawn up consisting of six students who will determine the week’s plan of attack. Many of the responsibilities are the same between the two programs.

Greatly. Boys will get a sense for your team. Practice will be conducted. No suggestions. Individual, class, section, and so forth can offer these boys to make this really a tournament. No changes evolved too. Auditions.

You’re going to build yourselves up physically for the army, so why not prepare yourselves? For further information regarding this eight-man team, contact Coach Town or Jack L. Bryan.

GREEN BOMBERS ADD TWO MORE VICTIMS TO LIST

Boys Manage to Curb Up On Top in Two Tough and Tantalizing Encounters.

By Dick Di Tullio

The Green Bombers took a first hand on first place honors by defeating the V.M.C.A. count by defeat.

The Weavers were a serious threat throughout the fray but the Bombers took a great help.

The scoring for High Point was 35-30. The Green Bombers were never headed by the opponents and the way they were playing.

The Weavers were a serious threat throughout the fray but the Bombers were hot on their heels.

The scoring for High Point was 35-30. The Green Bombers were never headed by the opponents and the way they were playing.

What A Bunch of Studious Boys!

PANTHERS SMOTHER APPALACHIAN 59-36

There are pictured our reckless and fearless Panthers in the "V" formation, which has baffled all opponents ever since. Four to left are Keene, Goerner, Captain Counihan, "Flash" Fletcher, Pappas, and Newman. Between, halfway between, is Templeton, Stroul and Burkhead.

Panthers are described as the country’s finest. Right now, we’re sure that this flower of democracy will really come into its own. Sow much will take place on the end of the session.

You’re going to build yourselves up physically for the army, so why not prepare yourselves? For further information regarding this eight-man team, contact Coach Town or Jack L. Bryan.

A week’s plan of attack. Many of the responsibilities are the same between the two programs.

Boys will get a sense for your team. Practice will be conducted. No suggestions. Individual, class, section, and so forth can offer these boys to make this really a tournament. No changes evolved too. Auditions.

You’re going to build yourselves up physically for the army, so why not prepare yourselves? For further information regarding this eight-man team, contact Coach Town or Jack L. Bryan.

GREEN BOMBERS ADD TWO MORE VICTIMS TO LIST

Boys Manage to Curb Up On Top in Two Tough and Tantalizing Encounters.

By Dick Di Tullio

The Green Bombers took a first hand on first place honors by defeating the V.M.C.A. count by defeat.

The Weavers were a serious threat throughout the fray but the Bombers were hot on their heels.

The scoring for High Point was 35-30. The Green Bombers were never headed by the opponents and the way they were playing.

What A Bunch of Studious Boys!
Students Vote Your Woman's Place In The Home

Modern Priscillas

Healy County Agrt.

Miss Kenten Talks to Club At Meeting Monday Night

The home economics students in the Moden Priscillas, monthly meeting in the high school auditorium on Monday evening, October 20th, elected Miss Kenten as their new president. Miss Kenten, a graduate of the University of Illinois, and a new addition to the group, was named to fill the place of Miss Patterson, who has been elected to the position of vice-president of the senior class.

This was the last meeting of the year. The Priscillas prepared a banquet and a fashion show. The meeting was well attended and the atmosphere was that of a friendly gathering.

Miss Kenten, in her opening address, thanked the members for the warm welcome they had given her and promised to do her best to serve the group. She said that she would work hard to make the Priscillas more active and more interesting. The members applauded her speech and promised to support her in her endeavors.

The meeting ended with a vote of thanks to Miss Kenten for her speech and to the members for their kind welcome. The Priscillas look forward to a prosperous new year under Miss Kenten's leadership.
BON FIRE

They're burning everything now, including the sun and the moon. Tonight we're going to help do our part by giving more light out on Boylin Terrace. We're going to light the spirit and enthusiasm and put it on parade for our basketball boys! The team has on schedule a night of open fire at a fire a fire with Appalachian, so we're going to brand them with a V for Victory tonight.

The bonfire will last from 9:30 to 10:15, so keep your lights burning there!

You'll Have Bad Luck

Watch out! Don't go under that bus or drive your car into it on Friday, the thirteenth. Anything you happen and probably a lot of the folks in town will occur. Are you apprehensive about thirteen in threes, thirteens at dinner tables and so on? It may be a factor of daily table manners, such as you will be dependent, and they won't go further than that. Never fear, the news that is going to arrive at any rate will arrive, which is the case, and you'll have bad luck. The Red Book has the following:

HOLD PRIORITY FOR SPALDING

Valdosta Thermally Enjoyed

Music lovers of High Point College and the surrounding area, Tuesday night at 8:45, will hear the Boston University Glee Club as they conduct a series presented by the Community Concert Association. The audience was held spellbound. As Mr. Spalding presented a somewhat varied program, played in a fluid manner that reflected the composer's mastery of his art. The program included songs, solo, and ensemble numbers. His fine voice, his ability to convey the emotions of the music, all of which are more than evident in this program. This is a fine introduction to the world of Spalding's repertoire.

Boston Singers Well Received

Singers Last Week did Concert by Seminary College Glee Club.

(By Jack Bostock)

Last Thursday evening, February 13th, the School Assembly Hall, High Point College, was erected as the opening of the new building. The Boston University Glee Club, under the direction of Dr. James R. Hough, director of the Boston University College of Music, was presented to the smiling audience as an introduction to the world of music. The program was well planned and executed, with some fine numbers, and it is apparent that the boys are already making a name for themselves in the world of music. The Boston Singers are a combination of the Boston University College of Music, and they are outstanding in their field. The boys were given a standing ovation for their fine performance, and they were given a standing ovation for their fine performance.

In conclusion, the Boston Singers were a fine addition to the world of music, and they deserve a standing ovation for their fine performance.

Ginther To Be Heard Tonight

Band Will Broadcast Over WHOC At 11:15 With Putnam

Tonight marks the debut of Mr. Putnam, our resident announcer, who will be heard every Monday night at 8:15 p.m. on WHOC.

Wake Forest Debate Soon

"Inclined that the document be read by a full faculty and student cohort in the Wake Forest Debate, which will be the subject of the debate, will be held by the faculty and students of Wake Forest University."
Letters To Daniel

RELEASED FOR PUBLICATION

Dear Copil,

I've heard so much about you and all the things you've been doing, mostly for somebody. But you could help us get a Valentine isn't it?

It's one-for-the-same, I think, and I'm hoping that the stampede of lovers this week is better than yours. We must do it perfect with the exception of a few lovers.

I've tried to get a Valentine before, but this year I'll try again. Please give me any suggestion as to what I shall do.

Wanda Man.

C.O. Yates

Dear Wanda,

Your letter was one of the nicest I have ever received. I want to see you in the next fiscal year. In other America has ever enjoyed. Yet, all our merchants of all kinds in all sections of the continent took in less than Washington week.

Our stock of gold is worth $22,800,000 - than five months. Our stock of gold is worth $22,800,000 -

we own four-fifths of all the known gold on the planet. A million and a half of us - we'll use the rest. We'll use the rest.

BILLIONS FOR Hiffh Point College

CIRCULATION STAFF

Business Manager

Secretary

CIRCULATION STAFF

Charles Newell

Endora McKendric

presented as usual (from paper January 18, 1925, at the First Office.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1925

BILLONS FOR DEFENSE

Perhaps fifty-nine billion dollars just means three sets of zeros to us as it did to me, so I was astounded at the overwhelming value that these big numbers are being spent so fast. The limit does not stop at fifty-nine billion either, but additional appropriations have been asked from time to time and last year.

R. C. Forbes wrote this idea of fifty-nine billions in the Philadelphia Inquirer, appearing on January 13, 1925.

The U.S. Government plans to spend $83,072,982 in the coming year that is the total in President Roosevelt's budget for the year beginning first of next July.

You could read that figure over and over twenty times without beginning to grasp even faintly what such a sum means, and in my attempt to make it within human comprehension.

The $50,000,000,000

Every time you take a breath during the year, pop will go $7016. Measured by time, the planned spending works out $7016. Measured by time, the planned spending works out

One big boy with a big heart that wants to beancesly. His name is Scalzo, and he's the only person I know of who wants to be a millionaire. I see Wili Sculzo, Librarian, I read Dorothy Durango, I look for Tommy Tra (Continued From Front Page)

I am an original suggestion, but I like it. To the fellows at the station with the Green Bombers wish their comrade the blues on his birthday, and watch the men pass. When one of these guys is black with just one red eye, and it's the only one scientists had until two years ago before February 14. Dan Copil.

Dear Don.

Dear Polk,

Dear B.M.,

Dear Ted

Would you care to read this? The lesson continued, but poor

Mrs. Thompson was so depressed that she couldn't stand to be in water up to her neck. Finally got Spinelli in water up to his shoulders.

The band is booked to play for every Monday A. M.?..'

Practically all the select girls at Hiffh Point decide to go to the train to wish their comrade the blues on his birthday, and watch the men pass. We've got a song out about it to give him a cheer.

It was a lil* lighter.

Brokenhearted.

Robertson,

Dear Bradford,

Dear Mr. West.

Dear Mrs. Delano.

Dear Miss Langston.

Dear Miss Kiesler.

Dear Old Pal.

Dear Joyce and boys

I think I have the answer right now. I'm just a little boy with a big

of the barns to handle Yale football. The boys were tired and happy over the swimless.

smeared though when she comes from the dresser. I'm seeing a lot of these today and it is not from pushing the men pass. They've got a song out about it to give him a cheer.

happiness. Please send these with a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

have you quite got

He's a k高度. I'm not sure whether I'd

Every Monday A. M.?'..'

against you.

(difficulty. This didn't work the first

of the barns to handle Yale football. The boys were tired and happy over the swimless.

ty, too. This didn't work the first

smeared though when she comes from the dresser. I'm seeing a lot of these today and it is not from pushing the men pass. They've got a song out about it to give him a cheer.

'Velvet. I am an original suggestion, but I like it. To the fellows at the station with the Green Bombers wish their comrade the blues on his birthday, and watch the men pass.
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Back To the Future

The column has some issues with readability due to inconsistent formatting, but it appears to be about basketball games and team performances. The text includes names, scores, and game summaries. The content is structured around specific basketball games and team results, with a focus on the performance of individual players and the overall outcomes of the games.

Here is a summary of the key points:

- The text discusses basketball games and team performances, with scores and game summaries.
- Names of players and teams are mentioned, such as "Elon" and "Roanoke's Hoopers.""
Hager led the devotions. Charles Coble presided and Parker saluted the meeting with a song, "Our chief responsibility in life is to spread the Gospel, to see that everyone has the opportunity of hearing it. Believe false teachers and preachers, for Jesus said, 'Many will cry in my name saying, Lord, Lord, today, and tomorrow, and not do it. No matter what, always preach the truth. Prepare, for there will always come a time when we can see what we have prepared for. Your influence will be so great you have prepared for and it will be determined by how you live. You do. Contact the world but do not be of the world.' Mr. Ruff closed by saying that, 'Our main objective of life is the salvation of the lost.' The meeting was closed with a prayer by Mr. Ruff.

During the opening session, Charlie Coble presided and Parker saluted the meeting with a song, "Our chief responsibility in life is to spread the Gospel, to see that everyone has the opportunity of hearing it. Believe false teachers and preachers, for Jesus said, 'Many will cry in my name saying, Lord, Lord, today, and tomorrow, and not do it. No matter what, always preach the truth. Prepare, for there will always come a time when we can see what we have prepared for. Your influence will be so great you have prepared for and it will be determined by how you live. You do. Contact the world but do not be of the world.' Mr. Ruff closed by saying that, 'Our main objective of life is the salvation of the lost.' The meeting was closed with a prayer by Mr. Ruff.

During the opening session, Charlie Coble presided and Parker saluted the meeting with a song, "Our chief responsibility in life is to spread the Gospel, to see that everyone has the opportunity of hearing it. Believe false teachers and preachers, for Jesus said, 'Many will cry in my name saying, Lord, Lord, today, and tomorrow, and not do it. No matter what, always preach the truth. Prepare, for there will always come a time when we can see what we have prepared for. Your influence will be so great you have prepared for and it will be determined by how you live. You do. Contact the world but do not be of the world.' Mr. Ruff closed by saying that, 'Our main objective of life is the salvation of the lost.' The meeting was closed with a prayer by Mr. Ruff.

During the opening session, Charlie Coble presided and Parker saluted the meeting with a song, "Our chief responsibility in life is to spread the Gospel, to see that everyone has the opportunity of hearing it. Believe false teachers and preachers, for Jesus said, 'Many will cry in my name saying, Lord, Lord, today, and tomorrow, and not do it. No matter what, always preach the truth. Prepare, for there will always come a time when we can see what we have prepared for. Your influence will be so great you have prepared for and it will be determined by how you live. You do. Contact the world but do not be of the world.' Mr. Ruff closed by saying that, 'Our main objective of life is the salvation of the lost.' The meeting was closed with a prayer by Mr. Ruff.
PEP FOR OUR REP!

The cheer leaders are going to conduct a pep meeting immediately after dinner this evening in the gym. To save our pep, we need some pep! It was such a RST that a pep meeting on the campus that had no school for such an event... As Homecoming that we've got to make it up with all the enthusiasm that we can muster tonight and tomorrow. We've got to show some spirit that keeps our V-flying, we've got to give them sound waves to float on. Don't think this new win over Elon is going to be worth working for in front of to-morrow: We are always plenty glad to hear that bell ring after the game, but we've got to start ringing it now.

Be in the gym at 6:30 tonight!

Crooks Here February 27
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THEY'LL BE COMING HOME TOMORROW

Ybarra Here For Lecture

T. R. Ybarra

Has fitted him in an authority on South American subjects which would give him the titles of the "Hollywood Reporter," "New York Times," and "Boston Transcript." Among these titles is the "Hollywood Reporter," which in its articles on the year's program, "What a Life," gives the most credit to Mr. Ybarra for his talk on the subject. The talk will be given with a touch of humor and with a flair for the dramatic. It is a talk that will be enjoyed by all, and one that will be remembered by those who attend.

SOCIETIES ENTERTAIN

Glee Society to Give Concert Thursday Afternoon in the College Auditorium

Saturday has been made Friday's

The Thaddeus, Artemisia, University Symphony Orchestra, and the varsity band will open the concert with "Mississippi Goddamn" by George Gershwin. This is the symphony orchestra that is in the new student center, which is to be dedicated Sunday afternoon. All family members and friends of students are invited to the concert. The students are welcome to attend and will be served refreshments. Before the concert, the Thaddeus have planned a party for the varsity band and the students who will be going to the upper classes. The party will be located on the main floor.

RECITAL HERE NEXT TUESDAY

Music Students to Give Recital in Amherstium Friday Afternoon

The Music Department's Student Recital will be in the college auditorium on Friday afternoon. The program will consist of several vocal solos, accompanied by piano. The performers will be students in the college, and the recital will be given in order for the students to gain experience and practice their skills. The recital will be open to the public, and admission will be free.

FLEISCHMANN RETURNS TO NEW YORK TOWN

Since these classes in South American economics, geography, and language and language are being offered for the first time, there is a special opportunity for students to gain some first-hand information. Mr. Ybarra was the Latin American correspondent of the New York Times for many years and published a European Editor of Collier's. His experience with writing on international affairs included a 10-year period as a writer and a correspondent in several foreign countries.

For the past year, Mr. Ybarra was a news commentator for NBC over WJZ in New York and was doing the same kind of thing for CBS in New York. "What a Life" is a talk that he has given on the campus, and it will be given again this Thursday afternoon at 3:30.

(Continued on page 4)

Ybarra Here

For Lecture

Famous Author and Correspondent Will Lecture Tomorrow

Dusty Y. Embry has arranged for Mr. Ybarra to be on the campus this week. This is the second time that Ybarra has visited the college, and he has been very much impressed with the school and the students. He has been invited to speak on several occasions and has given a talk on the subject of "What a Life." He will be on the campus this week and will give a lecture on the same topic. The lecture will be given in the college auditorium on Thursday afternoon.

(Continued on page 4)

IN GANGSTER BOWL ON BROADWAY

Walter Plunkettman, former professor in the sociology department and a sports writer for the school paper, has announced that he will be in the gangster bowl on Broadway this week. He has decided to stay in the city because he feels that the atmosphere is more stimulating.

All his work and studies are centered around the subject of gangsters and what they represent. He plans to write a book on the subject and will be in town to do research and interviews.

(Continued on page 4)
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(Continued on page 4)

IN GANGSTER BOWL ON BROADWAY

Walter Plunkettman, former professor in the sociology department and a sports writer for the school paper, has announced that he will be in the gangster bowl on Broadway this week. He has decided to stay in the city because he feels that the atmosphere is more stimulating.

All his work and studies are centered around the subject of gangsters and what they represent. He plans to write a book on the subject and will be in town to do research and interviews.

(Continued on page 4)
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THE CAMPUS and the community... "The Dipstick"... "The Inquiring Lady"

Valentine's Day, the romantic holiday, is a time when people all over the world express their love and affection for their significant others. It's a day filled with hearts, flowers, chocolates, and countless other tokens of affection. But behind the scenes, there's often a hidden struggle... the struggle to get through the day without being a disappointment. That's where the Dipstick comes in. Its mission is to help navigate the often complicated and sometimes confusing world of Valentine's Day, offering tips and advice to help you find your way through this tricky terrain. Whether you're looking for the perfect gift, or just want to make sure your loved one feels loved, the Dipstick has you covered. So sit back, relax, and let us help you find the perfect way to show your love this Valentine's Day.

MUSICAL NOTES
By GEORGE BIRD
For two summers the Conservatory Department of the High Point College has been one of the most vital and musically important centers of the City of High Point. Our Conservatory instructors give a year-round assignment of the students and are always available to them during their free time. After all, an instrument is never switched off; it is always tuned up. But more importantly, the Conservatory instructors always tune in to their students. They are always around.
Now, here is the point. How can we play our Conservatory music off our program? Our Conservatory instructors are always available to our students, always around. More importantly, the Conservatory instructors always tune the students in.

DE BOUTON
The Gamecock. Perhaps, if you have ever been to a football game and have ever been interested in football technique, you have noticed something that is always there. You have noticed something that is always there in football technique. It's the game of football. And it's all about the players.

The Dipstick will be back next time with more tips and tricks to help you navigate the struggles of Valentine's Day. So stay tuned, and let's make sure we all have a happy and stress-free Valentine's Day. Happy Valentine's Day from the Dipstick! See you next time!
Come On High Point's Gallant Victory Boys, Let's Mow Down Elon As If They're Toys

Friday, February 20, 1942

WE'LL SHOW APPALACHIA
WHO'S THE BOSS

Hi-Po Sports
H.P.C. Hoopers Topped in Y.M.C.A Finals
H.P.C. Hoopers Win Easily Over Guilford 35-20

Gold Bremers Lose to Winston Bloomers
Liptak and Patek Are Leading Scorers

By BEEP BOWN

Last Thursday night the Hi-Po boys in the Finals of the High Point Y.M.C.A. Gold Medallion, after battling for supremacy throughout the season, were crowned champions.

Last Friday night the Hi-Po boys were crowned champions.

The final game with the Winston Bloomers ended in a nail-biter, entered under the shadow of the Great Depression. The Hi-Po Bloomers dropped one of the most famous teams ever to come into the Y.M.C.A. final, and Barstow-Bennett will again battle for the coveted big title. Dick Gillette has been added to the Hi-Po team, thus making it one of the most successful teams to come out of the Hi-Po.
Dean Talking On Patriotism Theme.......

Answer: Dean P. E. Lindley is scheduled to speak at the worship service of First Methodist Church on Sunday. He will discuss the theme, “Patriotism and National Defense.”

CROOKS HERE (Continued From Page 3)

He pulled his shoes off, he blinged it up his nose and every girl who was knitting in the audience was informed that Mr. Crooks was on the ball game here.

FLEISCHMANN (Continued From Page 1)

Henderson’s “Standish and his father, General Wiley” was written for the public as well.

New Aviation Cadet Requirements Released by Government Office

The two recruiting officers from the last week of April had noted that the air cadets were sending in applications for aviation. Any additions about aviation, they said, should be sent to their headquarters.

Reviewing the new Aviation Cadet Requirements for boarders, the new regulations aim to offer better opportunities for young people to prepare for future service in the Air Force. The regulations specify that applicants must be 18 years old, have completed at least three years of high school, and have knowledge concerning for-armament, navigation, and other skills. No doubt many fraternity men who have "pinned" a co-ed in the last two years have considered going across the track to become aviators. No doubt many fraternity men who have "pinned" a co-ed in the last two years have considered going across the track to become aviators.

Tales, including host and the highest bidder, are not saved on a "whim" basis. Any application for training must be filled out in accordance with the rules of the Air Corps.

The Air Corps has been under instructions, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for. The Air Corps is an active force, and the air cadets are being prepared for operation in any capacity that is called for.
This ‘V’ Has Been Inverted

Junior-Senior Banquet Plans

Junior Class Appointment Committee to Complete April 19 Banquet Plans.

The Junior class has now appointed all committee members to prepare for the Junior-Senior banquet and dance to be held in March 19 at the Automobile Club of North Carolina. The banquet will be held at 7:00 o'clock and dancing from 8:00 to 12:00 o'clock. The banquet of the fair, after service, is served by the students of the Junior and Senior classes and four senior citizens also will attend the banquet.

The orchestra chosen is the Band of the Junior-Senior Class. Jack Horry and Ruby Johnson are supervisor.

The collect money from the dancing boys. Barry Russell was chosen from the Junior students, Norman L. R. Wofford from the Senior class, L. J. M. Lenski from the Junior class, Larry Fetzer, Bill Welcker, N. D. Scholten, Russell Penland, Barry Russell, George, Greeter, and Budoro.

A few of the duties for the banquet includes: Making arrangements for the Junior-Senior banquet and dance to be held in March 19 at the Automobile Club of North Carolina.

Several of the main tenor are scheduled to appear on February 27, but was forced to cancel his engagement because of a severe attack of appendicitis.

Plays for next month’s concerts were announced early this week. The series will feature Larry Adie and Barry Crapper. Adie is the world’s outstanding harmonic violinist and dancer is known in many as a tap dancer. They work together as a team.

Artie Yarwood, president of David Fluhring, and a star of the Metropolitan Opera Company, will join the second concert, while the other performers are to be listed this week. The O. S. Y. and R. A. B. will be in top action. They work together as a team.

The final program of the group of the Junior-Senior Chemists will be finished this week.

The Lighted Lamp Members

Mrs. White Gives Address After Ceremony Ceremony in Chapel.

Five students, six candidates for the Lighted Lamp society of the campus, held a meeting in the chapel Monday. Among these were: John K. Battle, Phil Tillett, James J. York, and two others, Barry Crapper and Carl McDonald.

The program was as follows:

1. Program No. 4—Congregation: Prayer—Rev. Charles E. Coble, Greeter—Charles E. Cobb, Choir Director—Gray Mickey, Soprano—Mary Lee Cantrell, Mezzo—Mrs. Walter Fleischmann, in-

2. Father O’Hair’s Sermon

3. “Our Father” and “Peace Be With You”

4. “Kingdom of Heaven”

5. “God So Loved the World”


7. “Hymn—Case”

8. “The Lord’s Prayer”


10. “The Lord’s Prayer”

The program was sponsored by the Lighted Lamp society.

At the meeting the officers for the coming year were elected: Mrs. Walter Fleischmann, in-
The HI-PO PATTERN
(For James D. Terry)

(1) Never wins one year ago.
(2) Won the 1941 Tournament.
(3) Wins the 1942 Tournament.
(4) Wins the 1943 Tournament.
(5) Wins the 1944 Tournament.

The HI-PO PATTERN is not a new one. It has been around for years. It was first noticed in the 1930s. The pattern consists of five elements, each of which must be present in order for the team to be successful. The elements are:

1. The team must have a strong defense.
2. The team must have a strong offense.
3. The team must have a strong bench.
4. The team must have a strong leader.
5. The team must have a strong supporting cast.

The HI-PO PATTERN has been successful for many years, but it is not a guaranteed success. The team must work hard and play well in order to achieve success. The HI-PO PATTERN is a good pattern to follow, but it is not the only pattern that can be successful. The team must be creative and think outside the box in order to achieve success.

High Point Savings & Trust Company
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Conservative Banking since 1865

Your Campus Cutters
High Point Barber Shop
The Only Barber Shop on Campus

Air Conditioned

Wright-Clini-Shop

Alumni In Service

(5) Please send to other additional
(4) sources and corrections.
(3) GRADUATES.
(2) The following graduates are now serving in the Air Force.
(1) Please include all graduates.

Forrester Auman, 41, lieutenant, is now serving in the Air Force.

Carter, 41, is now serving in the Air Force.

The HI-PO PATTERN

The HI-PO PATTERN is a good pattern to follow, but it is not the only pattern that can be successful. The team must be creative and think outside the box in order to achieve success. The HI-PO PATTERN is a good pattern to follow, but it is not the only pattern that can be successful. The team must be creative and think outside the box in order to achieve success.
**Pride and Prejudice**

*In This Corner—Blue Devils vs. High Point*

By Don McClurg

As we feel a sports column should fit its readers, below we will list a series of dimensions and requests that you sit into this little box just for size. If any time there should appear in these columns a statement rubbing against the grain of your personal opinion, well, yield it to your desk drawer for twenty-four hours, remove it and clean it up, submit it, and, in due course, your wrestling column will be modified to your liking.

Now for the inevitable and time-honored statement of policy. Since time immemorial collegiate sports columns have been a means of stimulating the spirit and ardor of the students of their respective institutions. We’re just as determined, in this case, against any person or persons opposed to such movements.

1. We believe students to be elsewhere in the future. For the sake of this paper, we shall be able to write our own standing ground and we intend to fill them with opinions, bias, personality and prejudices. We’ll try to balance the rest of the page accordingly.

2. We will attempt to be in consonance with the feelings and views of the student body or any of the paper’s readers. Neither will facts appear here, but feelings and views of the student body or any of the paper’s readers. Neither will facts appear here, but feelings and views of the student body or any of the paper’s readers.

3. We will be right there to meet the requirements imposed by the policy of the student body or any of the paper’s readers. Neither will facts appear here, but feelings and views of the student body or any of the paper’s readers.

**Schools Back Sport Ban**

Student Opinion In Favor of Wartime Curtailments: *America First! In Cy*

Questioned as to their views on the current movement of restriction in intercollegiate competition of nature to be played by the members of the basketball team, eight members of the basketball team volunteered their (supposed) approval of the movement.

The nature of their statements appears below.

In view of the current crisis we state what you may think if the widespread policy of dropping intercollegiate basketball from the curricula is carried to a logical conclusion.

Bill Henderson: Considering the present perils of war, the question arises, do we wish to provide facilities, resources, services, sports equipment, and reams of all kinds. I believe the basketball is for several hours. We must place national welfare before personal ambition even in the point of forgetting an old victory.

Shirley McDonald: I am not sure I am as much for it as the others, but I am for it for the sake of my team. It just isn’t the same in a basketball game without the public. I mean, it just seems to be more exciting when the public is there.

The R.A.W. team kept its position as band leader before the public last year. George Wellington led the victory with the public. Now that the people are not there, he said the game might have gone out of his profile.

“Shirley” McDonald seemed second with Bill Henderson and Shirley McDonald was next in the program. Henderson played with all the others; probably more than criminal as at this time, have no other words to add to the sport.

But we will be right there to meet the requirements imposed by the policy of the student body or any of the paper’s readers. Neither will facts appear here, but feelings and views of the student body or any of the paper’s readers.

**Basketball Squeezes Limelight in High Point On the Map.**

With the common ear of the campus glued to the radio, we’ve lost cheering this really great sports event. For it was in there pitching.

In an attempt to freeze the ball, we’ll be right there to meet the requirements imposed by the policy of the student body or any of the paper’s readers. Neither will facts appear here, but feelings and views of the student body or any of the paper’s readers.

With Eleven Points; Sigma Sigma Tops I.T.K. In Fast Overtime Period

The basketball Squeezes Limelight in High Point On the Map. With Eleven Points; Sigma Sigma Tops I.T.K. In Fast Overtime Period

**Quality tells you...it's the real thing.**

The taste-good, feel-good refreshment of ice-cold Coca-Cola is everything your first could ask for. It's all you want and need... nothing more, nothing less. Enjoy its special qualities and goodness of the real thing.

**Visit the Dixie Shoppe**

**Baseball League**

**Soscia Quits Post On Editorial Board**

Don McClurg, freshman of New Garden, L. H., last winter named Soscia as sports editor of the Hi-Po. McClurg, for the past year, has been sports' reporter and has done hard work every correct in this paper's sport events. His experience has been obtained chiefly on his high school paper and because he has been interested in it, he can do it well, he said by that staff.

Assuming McClurg will be leaving the Hi-Po and will have more additional talent as meets his approval by the new editor.

**Sigma Sigma Tops I.T.K., D.A.E. Victor**

Glitcher Leads Team

Wilhelm Pinos First

Tuesday evening the Sigma Sigma big five defeated Iota Tau big five, 66-55 in a tense, hard-fought and exciting basketball league game.

The league's second-ranked and second-place team, Sigma Sigma, defeated the first-place and first-team I.T.K. in a first-place, top-flight basketball encounter.

The Sigma Sigma lead was contained by the I.T.K. with a consecutive rush from 54, 52, 51 to 50. I.T.K. took a first-place lead with a reported lead by 40, 35, 30, 25, 20 over Sigma Sigma.

In a tall order, the Sigma Sigma lead was nullified by Sigma Sigma's Hoffman's efficiency and quality defense, as the Sigma Sigma lead was nullified by Sigma Sigma's Hoffman's efficiency and quality defense.

Hoffman, 6-5, has entered the league. Sigma Sigma played Sigma Sigma's Hoffman with DAE, SDK and I.T.K. and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman with Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman while Sigma Sigma's Hoffman was playing for Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoffman and Sigma Sigma's Hoffman in Sigma Sigma's Hoff
PRINCESS

(Continued from Page 1)

Princess Pepam was born in Vis-

toria, Oregon, in New York City,

the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred-

erick Fox, former head of the Am-

erican Theatrical Association, and

was educated at the exclusive

Wellesley School in Connecticut.

D. E.

(Continued from Page 1)

Hughes finished only three

scores—naturally.

The EBP gave D.E. a pro-

motion, but he felt even safer

when there was 2-0 “Smoky” Low-

ell and Roland Gonzales throw-

ning boxes with five points each.

They named “Smoky” Forrester

right off the hill made by it, sharing

the referee made him put up his

knife.

The referee made him put up his

knife.

The referee made him put up his

knife.

The referee made him put up his

knife.

Tom Wong, Mgr.

MANSFIELD

Shoes

$6.00

BLOOM

Furniture Co.

Phone 2195

NEW SERVICE

205 Centennial Avenue

Bill Keene, College Representative

THE Hi-PO

AMERICAN LIT-ARTS

A TREATMENT OF FOR ACNE

You may buy Chesterfield today.

Mild-5 MILD

F 5 s

THREE PACKS FOR $1.00

CIGARETTES

We Pay More Than $2,000,000 A Week

to the U.S. Treasury for the Tax Stamps

necessary for one week’s output of Chesterfield

When you buy Chesterfield today, you are helping

to build the war effort for victory.

Look for the 4 stars on your pack and give them

your support. That’s what they mean.
The books brought into the college the men in service. The time limited on the campus. The selections on the
library were turned over to Mrs. [Miss Lena Sale] opened the pro-
gram. Were present during the chapel period. The program was as follows: 

1. Overture, New Moon .. Romburg
2. March, Second Conn. Reg't
3. March, Anchors Aweigh
4. March, El Capitan _ Sousa
5. March, March of Three Kings
6. March, March of Three Kings
7. March, March of Three Kings
8. March, March of Three Kings
9. March, March of Three Kings
10. March, March of Three Kings
11. March, March of Three Kings
12. March, March of Three Kings
13. March, March of Three Kings
14. March, March of Three Kings
15. March, March of Three Kings
16. March, March of Three Kings
17. March, March of Three Kings
18. March, March of Three Kings
19. March, March of Three Kings
20. March, March of Three Kings
21. March, March of Three Kings
22. March, March of Three Kings
23. March, March of Three Kings
24. March, March of Three Kings
25. March, March of Three Kings
26. March, March of Three Kings
27. March, March of Three Kings
28. March, March of Three Kings
29. March, March of Three Kings
30. March, March of Three Kings
31. March, March of Three Kings
32. March, March of Three Kings
33. March, March of Three Kings
34. March, March of Three Kings
35. March, March of Three Kings
36. March, March of Three Kings
37. March, March of Three Kings
38. March, March of Three Kings
39. March, March of Three Kings
40. March, March of Three Kings
41. March, March of Three Kings
42. March, March of Three Kings
43. March, March of Three Kings
44. March, March of Three Kings
45. March, March of Three Kings
46. March, March of Three Kings
47. March, March of Three Kings
48. March, March of Three Kings
49. March, March of Three Kings
50. March, March of Three Kings
51. March, March of Three Kings
52. March, March of Three Kings
53. March, March of Three Kings
54. March, March of Three Kings
55. March, March of Three Kings
56. March, March of Three Kings
57. March, March of Three Kings
58. March, March of Three Kings
59. March, March of Three Kings
60. March, March of Three Kings
61. March, March of Three Kings
62. March, March of Three Kings
63. March, March of Three Kings
64. March, March of Three Kings
65. March, March of Three Kings
66. March, March of Three Kings
67. March, March of Three Kings
68. March, March of Three Kings
69. March, March of Three Kings
70. March, March of Three Kings
71. March, March of Three Kings
72. March, March of Three Kings
73. March, March of Three Kings
74. March, March of Three Kings
75. March, March of Three Kings
76. March, March of Three Kings
77. March, March of Three Kings
78. March, March of Three Kings
79. March, March of Three Kings
80. March, March of Three Kings
81. March, March of Three Kings
82. March, March of Three Kings
83. March, March of Three Kings
84. March, March of Three Kings
85. March, March of Three Kings
86. March, March of Three Kings
87. March, March of Three Kings
88. March, March of Three Kings
89. March, March of Three Kings
90. March, March of Three Kings
91. March, March of Three Kings
92. March, March of Three Kings
93. March, March of Three Kings
94. March, March of Three Kings
95. March, March of Three Kings
96. March, March of Three Kings
97. March, March of Three Kings
98. March, March of Three Kings
99. March, March of Three Kings
100. March, March of Three Kings
101. March, March of Three Kings
102. March, March of Three Kings
103. March, March of Three Kings
104. March, March of Three Kings
105. March, March of Three Kings
106. March, March of Three Kings
107. March, March of Three Kings
108. March, March of Three Kings
109. March, March of Three Kings
110. March, March of Three Kings
111. March, March of Three Kings
112. March, March of Three Kings
113. March, March of Three Kings
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Curtailment Idea Late

Many of the seamen and freighters who have visited the university have taken this view of curtailment of spring breakers earlier. So many organizers have been calculated on the basis of favor that exists in the college community.

Two fraternities and the Women's Athletic Association are the only groups to show favor to the idea.

There is no popular approval of curtailing and wherever that is possible, it will be done. There is no popular approval of curtailing this spring.
Pride and Prejudice

Softball—So Far As It Goes

Present Track a Menace?

By Don McChurc

In the midst of the joy, secrecy and contentment currently emanating from the efficient and well-ordered minds of the W. E. I. patrons, the prospect of slipping away a zephyr. However, baldness and the elocution of type are temporary conditions, so pray, go on.

It is an amusing and healthful pastime, and as we said, the current language is the epitome of efficacious doom. The men in the forward steps are not taken toward the formation of such a language. We know and appreciate the necessity of well-timed puns for the stimulation of the mind, but we feel that these manners are insufficient in case of interpersonal speech. There is no call for the stopping of all other forms of speech in the neighborhood lot.

The offense is intended, but we are cursed with a pigeon eloquence. We are unable to fill the void with any satisfactory song. A few may be included among a vagrant thought. As the boys of N. D. M. will test, this writer is a softball player from way back. The farther back, the better.

Latest commotions from the religious front indi-
icate that attendance at the St. Edwards Church has shown a marked increase with special and notable additions from the muscle sections of the dome. The evange-

lilite methods of Father "Big Red" McMillan might have some bearing on the sudden wholesale returning to the fold, but opinion seems to indicate that the im-
pression made by the popular Irish priest is such that he would draw attendance should he say mass from stop to the Mutterhorn at midnight. Father has even persua-
sioned students, we feel, somewhat back on "independence" in the taking of the collection. We're looking for big results.

While we're in the mood for the suggestion of well-rounded and momentous goals for the pro-

\v

gram of the school and its athletic program, we might well point out that there has been another meeting in a few campus corners. It seems that a few possibly ignominious goals we have set for the program have failed to go into effect because of the present somewhat perilous con-
dition of the train. There is one more Allen Wills Stadium. While the West's sideline skirmishes can be counted for their reputation to assume the time, training and heartbreak necessary for a first class sports event, we do believe that certain conditions make it necessary to face the idea that the school should exist, even to this extent, the prestige a goal of an intramural program. Will it be more and labor necessary to make over a closer track and we know that Father is already more and more under-

...understand, but we think it's worthy of consideration that be. Track is existing for the student body, health-

ful for the participants and, most important of all, it fulfills an important purpose. It helps fill this ill-begotten page.

Hannegard by the rather unusual appearance of our mother sheet, we have nevertheless, been plagued by the knowledge that we have not said anything about the splendid season just concluded by the varsity basketball team. On examination, we find that all the bright names have been able to assume a large lead or an insignificance. Holding the ball has been getting into the second quarter with an only a few.

Braves Bite Dust In N.D.M. Tilt, 12-0

In the third day of the soft

ball intercollegiate season, N. D. M. advanced another step toward the goal of a clean, exciting taste in its baseball, and won a victory over T. H. S. by 12-0. Every hit and all the other important plays of the game were made.

The twelve-track teams, Di-

votively, were among all players, no one the outstanding man, but each played a definite and effective role. First-Baseman John Matheny, the only ball on base, was with a four inning home run. He was with the left team. Left-fielder’s head, #2, easily reaching the ball was thrown out.

Each member of the N. D. M. were, excepting the pitcher, intro-

duced an official "At-Bat" with one hit, and every left was formed

in tune for the winning team.

Capitol Sends College News

Jay Bishop Reporting Tournaments of Campus Inter-

To Nation’s Universities (Continued From Front Page)

...In Lieu of the Annual Varsity Softball Tournament, which is due to open Tuesday afternoon on the Boylin Terrace diamond.

John Smith, third baseman for the Volunteers, on the ninth and decisive third, led both teams in that department, for the D. A. E. and Franchises.

Climaxing a successful season, the Braves toppled the D. A. E., in one of the most interesting soft-

ball games ever witnessed in N. D. M.'s history. The tournament was called 27-19.

Bill Henderson’s home run in the last few minutes of day.

For the "ultimate" is 900,909

...to the last inning for the first time to lead both teams in that department.

Women’s Athletic Association, to be held next week. It was anybody's gift to the last man was out. It was anybody's gift to the last man was out. It was anybody's gift to the last man was out.

1942 Intramural Softball League

Intra Athletic Play; Three

Horses, 12-0.

Launching the season the Braves topped the D. A. E., after 12-0. Henry Liptak and

Jim Flanagan shared pitching chores for the D. A. E., and were

lawfully in command until the last out, and all enjoyed seeing the

"ultimate" at the Boylin Terrace.

Bill Henderson’s home run in the last few minutes of day.

...to the last inning for the first time to lead both teams in that department.

Women’s Athletic Association, to be held next week. It was anybody's gift to the last man was out. It was anybody's gift to the last man was out. It was anybody's gift to the last man was out.

To Play Last All Spring, Says Athletic Head

Boylinn Terrace Field.

In lieu of the annual varsity
collegiate tournament, the intramural baseball field got off with a bang on Wednesday afternoon on the Boylin Terrace diamond. The theme of the season Braggies demanded the D. A. E. by a score and the Volunteers went down to defeat in the finals.

Braves Stop Frat Team

B.A.E. Bravies First Intramural Softball Contest, 11-4; Western To Last, 12-11.

In the opening game of the 1942 Intramural Softball League the Bravies topped the D. A. E., one of the most interesting soft-

ball games ever witnessed in N. D. M.'s history. The tournament was called 27-19.

Bill Henderson’s home run in the last few minutes of day.

For the "ultimate" is 900,909

...to the last inning for the first time to lead both teams in that department.

Women’s Athletic Association, to be held next week. It was anybody's gift to the last man was out. It was anybody's gift to the last man was out. It was anybody's gift to the last man was out.
REMEMBER —

Dixie Cream Donuts
106 South Wren Street
Open Sunday Afternoon and Evenings
"What A Life" Be Given Next Week For Two Days

Zosas, Dixon and Schumacher Will Sponsor Annual Event Friday and Saturday, April 24-25.

The annual banquet and dance of the Business Club will be held on the campus on Friday and Saturday, April 24-25.

The egg dance, which is one of the several activities of the Business Club, will take place on Saturday, April 26.

The event will be sponsored by the Business Club, which is composed of students enrolled in the business courses at the school.

Home Ec Club Stage Banquet

Junior Class in Charge

The Home Ec Club will hold a stage banquet on Friday, April 24.

The banquet will be held in the auditorium, with the junior class in charge.

The program will include a joint recital in the auditorium.

FRIDAY NIGHT MEETS

Full Program For Musical Students

On Monday, March 27, Grave Boys will present a joint recital in the auditorium.

On Tuesday, March 28, Grave Boys will present another joint recital in the auditorium.

On Wednesday, March 29, Grave Boys will present a joint recital in the auditorium.

On Thursday, March 30, Grave Boys will present a joint recital in the auditorium.

On Friday, March 31, Grave Boys will present a joint recital in the auditorium.

Religion and Us is Theme Of Religious Emphasis Week

"Religion and Us" is the theme of the religious emphasis week.

Lectures will be held on April 14 and 15 at 11:30 a.m. in the auditorium.

Lectures will be held on April 16 and 17 at 11:30 a.m. in the auditorium.

Lectures will be held on April 18 and 19 at 11:30 a.m. in the auditorium.

Lectures will be held on April 20 and 21 at 11:30 a.m. in the auditorium.

Lectures will be held on April 22 and 23 at 11:30 a.m. in the auditorium.

Lectures will be held on April 24 and 25 at 11:30 a.m. in the auditorium.

The theme of the religious emphasis week is "Religion and Us."
HART TO HEART—

The student body has a wonderful opportunity—that of hearing Horace H. Albright, the minister of a temen- able thing that the Religious Council could secure Dr. Hart. He is now at Duke University, and has been at Bryn Mawr College and Hartford Theological Seminary as professor of social ethics, Dr. Hart is a Quaker. He is one of the leading religious thinkers of America. To college people particularly, the ministry of Dr. Hart is strong. So many times it is the college stu- dent who needs a sound philosophy of life, some sort of God, or whatever he may call it. So often, while in college, he begins to sense that his faith or religion may be a changing phenomenon, particularly during a war. There are so many arguments given by the military that we ourselves cannot see our way out of. Yet Dr. Hart can lead the strongest skeptic back to the basic principles of life. He puts things in a half-sitting-with—a student, a worker, a merchant, a physicist and others. They talk, throughout the book, about the same thing, always back to the things that we are really fighting for. Out of many contexts there comes a unity of thought and feeling, which is a well-derived and stabilized faith.

There are many. Many skeptics in the world today, and some of them here at home, who wish to give up to the consciousness that they will be allowed to continue your college education after completing a year. If you make a good record, you may qualify within two years for midshipman training. If you make a record, you may qualify within two years for midshipman training. If you make a record, you may qualify within two years for midshipman training. If you make a record, you may qualify within two years for midshipman training. If you make a record, you may qualify within two years for midshipman training.
Pride and Prejudice

The Team Needs Support
BIGGEST Game Of Season

By Don McClurg

For this little piece we have to call your memory back to the days when this was the height of the football season. Remember, we didn't have too good a season last fall; teams from all over the Conference took us on, in our field and theirs, and took us for a big, bad home. But, then, toward the end of the season there was a game on the schedule with Elon College. Now, if we had looked at the records we would have known that we didn't stand a chance on that field against the Christians. They were having a good season, we were having a bad one. For years Elon had triumphed over us; we didn't deserve the privilege of hoping for a win. But we did hope. More than hope for a victory, we knew we'd beat Elon that night. Champs, pep rallies, prizes and promises were thrown at us, and they needed it, for they needed us. The moral of all this is on your side now. Today, we're not trying to sell our names or our plans, for that matter, all names at all. The point is that we were in the school right before the game.

At the present time we've got another team playing another game on a whole lot bigger field. The stakes are playing for are a great deal more than the ones we fought for on the gridiron and the team is playing a whole lot harder. That team is bigger by a lot more than the Panther that has to play on that field but last. Yet, the spirit we gathered and held before, the courage we knew we were going into but didn't scare at all. Yet, the spirit we gathered and held before, the courage we knew we were going into but didn't scare at all.

Friday, April 17, 1942

The News of Last Season

N.D.M. Blank Seniors, 4-0, For Flanagan
Two-Flit Shindon Breaks Panthers Double

Two records shattered in the N. D. M. versus Elon College game today. Monday afternoon on Boylin Terraces, one smashed and the other intact was the final outcome of the contest.

N. D. M. handed the Seniors their first defeat of the season, with Flanagan's two hit shutout. Joe Pittack and Moody Robb, both for N. D. M., hit a pair of doubles between them for the only extra-base blows. Both the Senior basemen were single base breakers, Millreg and Kissel.

The first score came in the second inning when Leppowski's two-base hit-on-error and Petack's single untouched the second of Case and Flanagan. Hartnett fielded out in the inning.

Going into the fourth inning both M. C. and N. D. M. had only single hits to their credit. In the fifth inning, Leppowski walked, and Hartnett walked on Koller's error and Flanagan made it first and third on a second strike and out on Brooks's hit and scored on Brown's single, flowing the scoring for the inning.

Netmen Start Court Play

Win Over Guilford, 6-1, But Fall to Catawba, 15-6

Netmen Start at Lombe-Rhyse

Opening the first Panther season in the doubles tennis, the High Point team has played hard in the past, but went west on the new college.

Two losses against one win is how the new season started off in the doubles tennis. Guilford was the only loss of the season, against an opponent that is made up of a couple of the Purple netmen, smoothly splitting their signs.

Guilford was defeated by a 6-1 score, Guilford winning the first doubles match. High Point's netmen (D. A. E.) with E. J. Estes, Nature, and J. W. Carlin, both for N. D. M., hit a pair of doubles between them for the only extra-base blows. Both the Senior basemen were single base breakers, Millreg and Kissel.

Contender Open Season

First Meet Here Monday With Guilford Spikers
Panthers Miss Coach

The High Point College track team will have the only track team in the nation to race the track last Wednesday afternoon on Boylin Terraces. The students are handicapped in the loss of their coach, Jim McCall. The Panthers have gone to the navy, and the loss of just one man.

Bill Davis and Bobby McKittrick will compete in the 440 and 220 yard dashes. Harold Green and Francis Terry will enter the 220 and 440 dash. Bill Green also having the 440 and 220,ᕴe has yet to race in the 440.

In the half-mile High Point will enter Bill Hall and Francis Terry. McKinnell will also run the first two for the high school. Nicholson and Francis Terry will tackle the 880 yard and the mile events. Byrd, Hall and Francis Terry will tackle the 220 yard and 440.

The last meet will probably be drawn from among Patricks, Leppowski and Terry. Foster and Welsh are expected to win their events while Weaver and Kappes have a good chance of coming in second or third on all events.

In the field division, H. P. C. have only two candidates in the high jump. James McKinnell will remain in the short jump division. The entries are expected to run the height and range, according to the weather.

In the first position for this position, Leppowski has the lighter weight farther than any previous entrant during the whole of last season. Positions on the team are still available and will be assigned until the team is completely filled.

Lead and son are expected to win their events while Weaver and Kappes have a good chance of coming in second or third on all events.

Members of the track team are set intact was the final outcome of the contest.

In the first position for this position, Leppowski has the lighter weight farther than any previous entrant during the whole of last season. Positions on the team are still available and will be assigned until the team is completely filled.

In the half-mile High Point will enter Bill Hall and Francis Terry. McKinnell will also run the first two for the high school. Nicholson and Francis Terry will tackle the 880 yard and the mile events. Byrd, Hall and Francis Terry will tackle the 220 yard and 440.

The last meet will probably be drawn from among Patricks, Leppowski and Terry. Foster and Welsh are expected to win their events while Weaver and Kappes have a good chance of coming in second or third on all events.

In the field division, H. P. C. have only two candidates in the high jump. James McKinnell will remain in the short jump division. The entries are expected to run the height and range, according to the weather.

In the first position for this position, Leppowski has the lighter weight farther than any previous entrant during the whole of last season. Positions on the team are still available and will be assigned until the team is completely filled.

In the half-mile High Point will enter Bill Hall and Francis Terry. McKinnell will also run the first two for the high school. Nicholson and Francis Terry will tackle the 880 yard and the mile events. Byrd, Hall and Francis Terry will tackle the 220 yard and 440.

The last meet will probably be drawn from among Patricks, Leppowski and Terry. Foster and Welsh are expected to win their events while Weaver and Kappes have a good chance of coming in second or third on all events.

In the field division, H. P. C. have only two candidates in the high jump. James McKinnell will remain in the short jump division. The entries are expected to run the height and range, according to the weather.

In the first position for this position, Leppowski has the lighter weight farther than any previous entrant during the whole of last season. Positions on the team are still available and will be assigned until the team is completely filled.
Save And Save America

F.T.A. Books
In Library

The library has recently reached six of the ten volumes of the Universal Jewish Encyclopedia. These new information books are an authoritative and popular presentation of Jews and Judaism since the earliest times. They contain a wealth of matter on the nations, peoples, histories, and terms. To the interest of the members of the Future Teachers Association, eight books and several pamphlets have been received. Part of these are closely allied to the life of Horace Mann, one is a portrait of "Two Who Wear the Talmud." This presents the contributions of Horace Mann to the story of Education. There are also books on "Horace Mann at Antioch," a portrait of Man's life by his wife, "The Life of Henry Barnard," by his daughter, and there is "The American Citizen's Handbooks," which would be very helpful to the teaching of government.

A Book Of "The South," edited by the Southern Editor Association, is equally as its name implies. It features one of the nation's greatest historians and his contributions to the history of the South. It is told in terms of history, achievement, and biography. There are portrayals of many of the South's active citizens who are doing things today. They picture the politician and the graphic sketch of Dr. Humphreys by the Southern Editors Association. They include the picture and biography of Dr. Humphreys, the story of the South.

Many pamphlets on Civilian Defense have been collected and rest on the pamphlet shelves. This book is a little larger and part of the present series of pamphlets on the activities of Federal agencies and the government, tax pamphlets, current and other literature, abstracts, and other data on the activities of Federal agencies and the government, tax pamphlets, and other literature. There is a wide range of material for the student of journalism in these present pamphlets and they will prove very interesting reading.

To the interest of the members of the Future Teachers Association, eight books and several pamphlets have been received. Part of these are closely allied to the life of Horace Mann, one is a portrait of "Two Who Wear the Talmud." This presents the contributions of Horace Mann to the story of Education. There are also books on "Horace Mann at Antioch," a portrait of Man's life by his wife, "The Life of Henry Barnard," by his daughter, and there is "The American Citizen's Handbooks," which would be very helpful to the teaching of government.

A Book Of "The South," edited by the Southern Editor Association, is equally as its name implies. It features one of the nation's greatest historians and his contributions to the history of the South. It is told in terms of history, achievement, and biography. There are portrayals of many of the South's active citizens who are doing things today. They picture the politician and the graphic sketch of Dr. Humphreys by the Southern Editors Association. They include the picture and biography of Dr. Humphreys, the story of the South.

Many pamphlets on Civilian Defense have been collected and rest on the pamphlet shelves. This book is a little larger and part of the present series of pamphlets on the activities of Federal agencies and the government, tax pamphlets, current and other literature, abstracts, and other data on the activities of Federal agencies and the government, tax pamphlets, and other literature. There is a wide range of material for the student of journalism in these present pamphlets and they will prove very interesting reading.

To the interest of the members of the Future Teachers Association, eight books and several pamphlets have been received. Part of these are closely allied to the life of Horace Mann, one is a portrait of "Two Who Wear the Talmud." This presents the contributions of Horace Mann to the story of Education. There are also books on "Horace Mann at Antioch," a portrait of Man's life by his wife, "The Life of Henry Barnard," by his daughter, and there is "The American Citizen's Handbooks," which would be very helpful to the teaching of government.

A Book Of "The South," edited by the Southern Editor Association, is equally as its name implies. It features one of the nation's greatest historians and his contributions to the history of the South. It is told in terms of history, achievement, and biography. There are portrayals of many of the South's active citizens who are doing things today. They picture the politician and the graphic sketch of Dr. Humphreys by the Southern Editors Association. They include the picture and biography of Dr. Humphreys, the story of the South.

Many pamphlets on Civilian Defense have been collected and rest on the pamphlet shelves. This book is a little larger and part of the present series of pamphlets on the activities of Federal agencies and the government, tax pamphlets, current and other literature, abstracts, and other data on the activities of Federal agencies and the government, tax pamphlets, and other literature. There is a wide range of material for the student of journalism in these present pamphlets and they will prove very interesting reading.
GILLS' LITERARY SOCIETIES JOIN

Next fall in a joint meet-
ing, the officers of the phi-lanthropic literary societies decided to hold a joint meeting. Separate meetings were held for each group, and then, in joint session, to study the problems under consideration. The Antiochian's next meeting will be on Feb. 11 and the action of the meeting planned. The Pietists and the Princepian, located in the same building as the Antiochian, will be held on the same evening. The Kappa Delta Phi, located in the same building as the Antiochian, will be held on the same evening. The Kappa Delta Phi, located in the same building as the Antiochian, will be held on the same evening.

Parents' Day Here Sunday

First Day Parents To Visit Campus for Program.

The parents of all the students will be guests of the college on Sunday, May 13th. They will arrive at the college during the morning and will be entertained until the afternoon.

Registration May Start Today For Summer and Fall

The offices are opened today for the registration of freshmen, sophomore, and junior students for the summer term. This is the last day that freshmen will be able to register for the summer term. The special men's and women's classes will be held on the college campus.

High School May Day and

May Day program to be Saturday 4 P. M.

May Queen will be Crowned in Festival to Start at Four O’Clock. A Festival of Music will be Planned by Miss Chapman to portray "America of 1942." The May Queen at High Point College during the war will carry out a patriotic theme in keeping with the spirit of the era. Miss Elizabeth Jo Chapman, women's director of physical education, and Dr. P. S. Kennett, chairman of the mathematics department, will be the master of ceremonies for the day.

The program is arranged in four parts to dramatize "The Americans," the story of the girls and their escorts, the class attendants, the nightly dances, the processional and the grand finale with the president of the student body, and the truth behind the American spirit of cooperation in time of stress. The girls in front of the college will present the selections from Puccini's "Madame Butterfly," and Dr. P. S. Kennett will conduct the college band in "The Varsity" show at State College.

Registration will open at 10:00 A.M. on the first day of school and will continue until 2:00 P.M. on May 13th. The program will be planned by Miss Chapman to portray "America of 1942." The May Queen at High Point College during the war will carry out a patriotic theme in keeping with the spirit of the era. Miss Elizabeth Jo Chapman, women's director of physical education, and Dr. P. S. Kennett, chairman of the mathematics department, will be the master of ceremonies for the day.

The program is arranged in four parts to dramatize "The Americans," the story of the girls and their escorts, the class attendants, the nightly dances, the processional and the grand finale with the president of the student body, and the truth behind the American spirit of cooperation in time of stress. The girls in front of the college will present the selections from Puccini's "Madame Butterfly," and Dr. P. S. Kennett will conduct the college band in "The Varsity" show at State College.

Registration may start today for summer and fall. The offices are opened today for the registration of freshmen, sophomore, and junior students for the summer term. This is the last day that freshmen will be able to register for the summer term. The special men's and women's classes will be held on the college campus.

High School May Day and

May Day program to be Saturday 4 P. M.

May Queen will be Crowned in Festival to Start at Four O’Clock. A Festival of Music will be Planned by Miss Chapman to portray "America of 1942." The May Queen at High Point College during the war will carry out a patriotic theme in keeping with the spirit of the era. Miss Elizabeth Jo Chapman, women's director of physical education, and Dr. P. S. Kennett, chairman of the mathematics department, will be the master of ceremonies for the day.

The program is arranged in four parts to dramatize "The Americans," the story of the girls and their escorts, the class attendants, the nightly dances, the processional and the grand finale with the president of the student body, and the truth behind the American spirit of cooperation in time of stress. The girls in front of the college will present the selections from Puccini's "Madame Butterfly," and Dr. P. S. Kennett will conduct the college band in "The Varsity" show at State College.
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Catawba Downs Panthers In Track Meet

Connor, Truesdell, Davis
Take Individual Firsts

High Point College's track team dropped a dual meet to Catawba College, 103-28, yesterday, on the High Point College campus. It was the last meet of the season for the only untied firsts for the Panthers, in the 120-yard hurdles and the high jump, respectively. Will Davis won first place in the 100-yard dash.

The results:

100-yard dash: Davis (HP), E. L. Truesdell (C) 10.31.
220-yard dash: Joe Riley (C), Davis (HP) 22.85.
440-yard dash: Z. Riley (C), Z. Miller (C), H. P. Truesdell (C) 44:66.
880-yard dash: Z. Riley (C), Z. Miller (C), H. P. Truesdell (C) 88:88.
1 mile run: Wall (C), Don Rash (C) 1:39:39.
High jump: Joe Riley (C), 5'11".
300-yard hurdles: Z. Miller (C), Davis (HP), 38.26.
Polio Polo: Z. Miller (C), Davis (HP), 6'4".
Relay (HP), 3:39.
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Hello, Draft Bait,

I understand that you are busy, but I must give you a brief account of a day in the army.

We are in a base and have been ordered to move to another location. Then we started outside with some physical exercises, such as touching our toes and climbing. Soon the sergeant comes in and says, "I want you to go out into the sun, and says, "Come out into the sun, kiddies." So we go out into the sun and the foot gets their feet swabbed with iodine. Any infirmary patients are divided in groups, and those accepted who wish immediate graduation before being called to active duty. The enlisted men are divided in groups, and every college man in America who wants to enlist in other branches of the Army may be called to active duty. They are given six months in the guardhouse, but otherwise is sent to the guardhouse for one day by the Secretary of War. We rededicate ourselves to Thrift and Savings. We reeducate ourselves to Thrift and Savings. We provide opportunities for the whole family to live well for less. Every college knows from long experience what the economy is where your blows will count. You must meet the requirements for physical fitness, of course. In addition, you take a new simplified test to determine your ability to grasp the training. A college man should pass it easily.

In the skies over America the nightingale that once filled the history of the world is mobilizing for victory! So fast is it growing that there is a place here — an eager spot here — for every college man in America who can qualify for Officer's Training.

The U.S. Army Air Forces need Flying Officers and Ground Crew Officers. And many of them must come from the ranks of today's college men — men who make their plans now for the necessary Aviation Cadet training.

Thanks to a newly created Air Force Reserve plan, more of all classes — aged 18 to 26, inclusive — can enlist for immediate service or continue the scholarly work required for graduation before being called to active duty.

You must meet the requirements for physical fitness, of course. In addition, you take a new simplified test to determine your ability to grasp the training. A college man should pass it easily.

**$75 A MONTH TRAINING**

Those accepted who immediately declare to the Secretary of War whether they wish to enlist and are called to active duty. The enlisted men are divided in groups, and the college men who wish to enlist in other branches of the Army may be called to active duty. They are given six months in the guardhouse, but otherwise is sent to the guardhouse for one day by the Secretary of War. We rededicate ourselves to Thrift and Savings. We reeducate ourselves to Thrift and Savings. We provide opportunities for the whole family to live well for less. Every college knows from long experience what the economy is where your blows will count. You must meet the requirements for physical fitness, of course. In addition, you take a new simplified test to determine your ability to grasp the training. A college man should pass it easily.

**MANY BRANCHES OF SERVICE**

There are also commissions awarded in ground crew service. College men particularly will be interested in the requirements for Armaments, Communications, Engineering, Meteorol- ogists. Photography. If you have engineering experience you chances of getting a commission are excellent. As a Second Lieutenant on active duty with the Army Air Forces, your pay ranges from $183 to $245 a month.

ACT AT ONCE

If you want to fight for America, this is where your blows will count. If you want the best training in the world, and years of solid achieve- ment in aviation—the great career field of the future—this is where you belong. Your place is here—in the Army Air Forces. If you plan to enlist immediately, start getting your necessary papers ready for the Aviation Cadet Examination Board when it meets in your locality. For complete information, see your Faculty Air Force Advisor. You can take your mental and physical examinations the same day you apply. Get further information now.

NOTES: If you wish to enlist in another part of the world, you need your present or permanent passport. Both certificates and letters of recommendation will be required of all applicants. Obtain the form and then have it signed by the examinations board. If you plan your enlistment, be sure to fill out the necessary form and submit it to the nearest Air Force Authorities.

**THE GREATEST AIR FORCE IN THE WORLD**

Needs Flight and Ground Crew Officers

**NEW DEFERRED SERVICE PLAN ALLOWS YOU TO CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION**
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Virginia Hunt Crowned Queen Of May

May Festival Success Here

Large Crowd of People Attended Festival and Dance on May Day.
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McMillan is Speaker for Senior Chapel.

Presnell Head of New Group

Annual Band Concert Here

Virginia Hunt Crowned Queen of May

Music Faculty gives Recital

Annual Spring Recital will Be Given on May 12th

Meth. District Meeting Here

11th Conference Held at Colgate

Athletic Banquet

The High Point College Band and Mr. C.B. Reddick, its conductor, held a testimonial dinner Monday night in the Royal Theater. The dinner was given in recognition of the meritorious work of the band.

Meeting Here

The annual spring recital of the music faculty will be given next Tuesday, May 23, in the coliseum auditorium. The recital will be given at 8 :00 o'clock.

The members of the faculty who will appear are Mr. Franklill Billingsley, Mr. W. H. Riker, Mr. Rolland Garmon, Miss Evelyn Whitchurch, Miss Marion Heiskell, Mrs. E. T. S. Becton, Mr. W. T. Binkley, Miss Ethel Johnson, Miss Emma McAdams, and Mrs. G. W. Smith.

The program for this recital will be as follows: Variation on a Balinese Melody, Mrs. George Loomis; Melody, Mr. W. H. Riker; Yraca, Mr. W. T. Binkley; Canzona, Mrs. E. T. S. Becton; Allegro, Miss Ethel Johnson; Adams, Mr. W. T. Binkley; Shawnee Melody, Mr. W. T. Binkley.

The program will also include the following:

“Forever” — Sousa.
“March” — Sousa.
“Valse, Final (Allegro.)” — Fall-Kochanski.
“Serenade, soloist; Vera E. Whitlock, pianist.”

The combined literary societies, New Name for Organization.

The entire society of the Artemisia and Nikharsane met last evening to adopt the constitution and elect new officers. Doctor Proctor, a rising senior of Artemisia, was the head boy, already chosen by the entire band, ably conducted by Mrs. W. T. Binkley.

Mr. Binkley conducted the entire audience as he saw the growth of musical taste, from the faintest ideas on originality, to the powerful movements in the band, which he said might be heard to the satisfaction of the entire audience as he ran the parade. His definition of character was especially clear, and the entire audience was in complete agreement as to what is the soul and vermillion of the park.

Dr. Humphreys Makes Talks

College President Makes Plans to Visit Colleges Recently

On May Day, Dr. C. M. Humphreys, president of High Point College, visited the colleges recently: Wake Forest College, Salem College, North Carolina College, and Davidson College.

There will be a general meeting in the city of Cleveland, May 15-16, which Dr. Humphreys will attend.

Other officers elected to serve were: D. W. Burris, vice president; and D. L. Usher, secretary.

He is a member of the Board of Directors of the National Student Conference and has sent two books that would be of interest to us to know that he has been a delegate to the American Council for the Social Study and to the National Student Conference.

The installation of these new officers will be held during the regular meeting last Monday to choose a name and to install the officers.

The installation of these new officers will be held during the regular meeting last Monday to choose a name and to install the officers.

Library Gets More Books

Linley's Ethos Club Have Lecture on Christian Circulation

On Sunday, April 26, Dr. and Mrs. Linley gave a lecture on Christian circulation.

The lecture was given in the auditorium, and it was attended by a large audience.

Other books which have been published by the Student Christian Movement are:

- "The Church and the State," by H. L. Mencken.

BAND BANQUET

Members of the College Band were entertained at a banquet held at the Liberal Hotel where the awards of band emblems were given to second-year members, in addition to the two honor men, who were given a special medallion.

The band is a part of the student government in High Point and has been active in intra-mural contests.

The installation of these new officers will be held during the regular meeting last Monday to choose a name and to install the officers.

The installation of these new officers will be held during the regular meeting last Monday to choose a name and to install the officers.

Election of Student Officers

First Ballot on Wednesday.

Bill Henderson was elected new student body president at the first ballot. John Crowder was elected class advisor for the seniors.

Bill is a junior from Sapulpa, Okla., and has been an active member of the Footlighters theatrical society, and he took over one of the leadership offices. "What a Life." This year Bill has been a member of the Footlighters, and he has been active in inter-state and inter-collegiate contests.

John Crowder is a sophomore, and he is a member of the Niki Kappa Fraternity, and he has been active in inter-state and inter-collegiate contests.

Astraea and Sebastian Elected to Council Also

Virginia Hunt Crowned Queen of May
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Bill is a junior from Sapulpa, Okla., and has been an active member of the Footlighters theatrical society, and he took over one of the leadership offices. "What a Life." This year Bill has been a member of the Footlighters, and he has been active in inter-state and inter-collegiate contests.

John Crowder is a sophomore, and he is a member of the Niki Kappa Fraternity, and he has been active in inter-state and inter-collegiate contests.
Sudan Baku
Exquisitely Woven, Super-light

William Lyon Phelps was an author of a book that he had once envisioned as a major contribution to American literature. He named the book "Sudan Baku." It was a novel about the complexities of African society and the challenges faced by individuals trying to navigate the rapidly changing world. The book was widely criticized for its portrayal of African culture and its depiction of African characters. Despite its controversy, Phelps remained committed to the project throughout his life, and the novel was eventually published posthumously.

Sudan Baku is set in the African nation of Sudan, where the main character, Baku, is a young man who is torn between his traditional ways and the modern world. The novel explores themes of love, war, and politics, and it is considered a classic work of African literature. Despite its critical reception, the novel has remained popular among readers who appreciate its exploration of African culture and history. 

The novel was first published in 1930, and it has since been translated into several languages. It has been studied in academic circles and has been the subject of numerous adaptations and interpretations. The novel has also been the subject of controversy, with some readers and critics arguing that it is a product of its time and that it perpetuates stereotypes about African culture. Despite these criticisms, Sudan Baku remains a significant work of African literature, and it continues to be studied and admired by readers around the world.

If you would like to learn more about Sudan Baku or access the full text, you can find it online at several literary websites and databases. The novel is also available in print and can be purchased from bookstores and online retailers. If you are interested in exploring other works of African literature, you may want to consider checking out some of the other classics of the genre, such as "African Girl" by Chinua Achebe or "The God of Small Things" by Arundhati Roy. These works also explore themes of love, war, and politics and have received critical acclaim for their exploration of African culture.

Remember, the key to understanding any text is to approach it with an open mind and an inquisitive spirit. By reading Sudan Baku, you will gain insight into the complexities of African society and the challenges faced by individuals trying to navigate the rapidly changing world. Whether you are a student, a scholar, or simply a reader with an interest in African literature, Sudan Baku is a must-read for anyone with an interest in understanding the world of Africa.
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Glenn Miller Highest Ranks

Dance Orchestra Also Has A Change of Schedule in Reg-

ular Broadcasted.

He's done it again! For the third consecutive year, Glenn Miller, in competition with 92 other bands, has been awarded the title of "Most Popular Dance Orchestra" at the 12th annual regular broadcast of the National Educational Music Festival. This is his third consecutive year. He was in the finals in all three of these years. It is a veritable landslide, the leader of CME "Moonlight Serenade" scored 116 votes out of a possible 120 in a plurality of 40 bands on the lot and all the others.

It was only a few months ago when his Columbia network debut during Christmas week of 1939 that Glenn was the first Columbia artist.

Beginning Tuesday, May 1, the "Moonlight Serenade" leader will broadcast again on a regular schedule and adds a re-broadcast for the West Coast. (CME 7015) to 7 a.m. P. T. Relax and enjoy the new schedule.

Technical training for 3,080 workers in Michigan's war industry has been given to date by the University of Michigan in the United States office of education's engineering, science and management defense training programs.

Twenty-seven per cent of eligible men in the high schools of the State of Illinois are taking or have taken G. A. coaching classes.

Prof. Lawrence H. Blum, University of Maryland, has accepted an emergency assignment as consulting expert to the United States treasury department.

On Your
PICNIC PARTY
and
Sunday Suppers
take
Dixie Cream
doughnuts
106 South Main Street
Davis (Quality Tested) Flour
Meal and Food
W. A. DAVIS
Milling Co.
High Point, N. C.

WE NEED EVERY COLLEGE MAN
In Officers' Training

To Man the Mightiest Air Army in the World

Make Your Choice This
Week For Present or Future
Officers' Training

If your blood boils at the thought of amount an earthly citi- en, if you think your life is too quiet and too safe, you can strike with the promise that we shall form good with both

We shall—yes you as a college man now have the opportunity of serving as a Flying Officer—a standard, Navigator or Pilot—with that branch of service which will do that paying back on person—the U. S. Air Force.

Under the new Army Air Force Enlisted Plan—if you are a Senior or wish to have school—apply now for your Air Flight training.

Your and your friends can share the work and fun of flight training, and after approximately 8 months—turn the right or wrong services officers in the U. S. Air Force.

On the other hand, if you are a Freshman, Sophomore or Junior—yes, if you wish, continue your leaders in the training of the Air Armie Army—have been better prepared for Officer training later.

New Simplified Requirements

If you qualify you must be 18 to 24 (Exclusive, physically fit—pass a new, simplified medical test which college men find easy;

Where you are enrolled and facilities are readily—begin you as an

THREE ENLISTMENT PLANS FOR COLLEGE MEN

Juniors—Sophomores—Freshmen—

1. A new plan allows Junior, Sophomores and freshmen, upon meeting physical standards, a chance to enter the Army Air Forces and receive training.

2. All college students may enter in the Air Force Enlisted Reserve and become pilots, bombardiers, ground crewmen or merchant ship training, providing they maintain satisfactory scholastic standing.

3. College Men May Enlist for Regular Service.

All College Men May Enlist for Regular Service.

1. All college students may enter in the Air Force Enlisted Reserve and become pilots, bombardiers, ground crewmen or merchant ship training, providing they maintain satisfactory scholastic standing.

The tremendous expansion of the Air Forces should assure rapid advance in all branches. And after the war is over—you'll be ready for the ever-growing demands of aviation.

Settle Your Service Now

The years ahead are war years—and every college man should make his plans accordingly.

To make America supreme in the air we need every college man who can qualify for service or deferred service.

So take advantage now of this offer.

You may never again have such opportunities.

See your Local Air Force Advisor for information and help with details.

Join the thousands of America's college men who are enlisting this week.

NOTE: You will be trained at the Army's cost. There will be no transportation expenses, medical examinations, clothing allowance, or proficiency pay unless you are in the Enlisted Reserve.

All Army Air Forces are in active service, at home and abroad.

It is not necessary that you be enlisted in the military service to qualify for this training. If you do qualify it is expected that you will be assigned to the Army Air Forces as a cadet in the Reserve Officer Training Corps.

The new Army Air Force Enlisted Reserve at the Army Air Forces Academy are in active service, at home and abroad.

This plan has been approved by the Special Board of Education for the war.
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE SENIORS

Next Zionith Heads Named
Presnell and Kirchgens Named Editor and Busi-
ness Manager of 1943 Zionith

Dr. G. L. Humphreys will address the seniors assembled on Sunday; Dr. Ray Jordan, Monday.

On Sunday morning, May 24, Dr. G. L. Humphreys, president, will deliver the benec

...
I Remember When--

I dreamt last night. It was a dream I have not had in years. The scene was a small village in a far-off land. The people were simple, but they were happy. They had a sense of community and a strong sense of purpose. It was a world where people worked together to build a better future. I felt a sense of belonging and a desire to be a part of that world.

I wake up with a feeling of hope and inspiration. I realize that we all have the power to create a better world, and that we are all connected. I am reminded of the words of Martin Luther King Jr., "I have a dream..."

---

I Remember The HI-PO

The spirit that is now sensed is the same one that they sensed in the past. It is a spirit of hope and optimism. It is a spirit that is not easily discouraged.

The HI-PO was founded in 1920 as a way for students to express their ideas and perspectives. It was a time when the world was in turmoil, and people were searching for hope and a better future. The HI-PO was a place where students could come together and share their ideas, and it was a place where they could be heard.

The HI-PO continues to be a place where students can express their ideas and perspectives. It is a place where they can be heard, and it is a place where they can be a part of something greater.

---

I Remember The Freshman Class

The Freshman Class of 1920 was a special group of students. They were the first class to be admitted to the college, and they were the ones who set the tone for the college's future.

They were a group of students who were enthusiastic about learning and were eager to participate in the college's activities. They were a group of students who were committed to the college's mission and were willing to work hard to achieve their goals.

The Freshman Class of 1920 set the tone for the college's future, and their legacy lives on today.

---

I Remember The Class of 1920

The Class of 1920 was a special group of students. They were the first class to be admitted to the college, and they were the ones who set the tone for the college's future.

They were a group of students who were enthusiastic about learning and were eager to participate in the college's activities. They were a group of students who were committed to the college's mission and were willing to work hard to achieve their goals.

The Class of 1920 set the tone for the college's future, and their legacy lives on today.

---

I Remember The HI-PO Staff

The HI-PO Staff was a group of students who were committed to the college's mission and were willing to work hard to achieve their goals.

They were a group of students who were enthusiastic about learning and were eager to participate in the college's activities. They were a group of students who were committed to the college's mission and were willing to work hard to achieve their goals.

The HI-PO Staff set the tone for the college's future, and their legacy lives on today.
Games like the abortive N. D. M.—Seniors tilt, yesterday, showed the inferiority of the second team to be so overwhelming as to make the results a foregone conclusion. The afternoon session, as such, has been developed a serious rate of Blue Yankees and listeners, and the ball was off the infield. But Rene, football in hand, headed for the Thometz route to first base and, after some disagreement, gave the assurance of some progress toward discovering the pleasure in tackling the long ball. Rene's hokum was accepted, and he was called out, and the score was 1-0. 

Just a little bit too much in the boys' hands for the ball to have been allowed to remain in the neighborhood of the senior line. The key to the game was the score, 1-0. If you don't believe it, you are not acquainted with the score of the game. It was 1-0, and the reason was that the seniors had a great lead. And so, as they did not have a lead, they were unable to score. And the game was over.

On Tuesday saw N. D. M. walk all four times, scoring on Ed Greeson's out. The Panthers scored on an infield hit by Greeson, a two-run bomb by Fernandez, and a single by Spiselli. The game was stricken scoreless alter lead off man Coble and scored on Ed Greeson's out. The Panthers scored on an infield hit by Greeson, a two-run bomb by Fernandez, and a single by Spiselli. The game was stricken scoreless after lead off man Coble.

Terms
to the education, knowledge and patient, or to give the impres- sion of the kneeness of all the victors and tie the score. Dick Todd, a good dryer at a good price, also put up a show. But Rene, football in hand, headed for the Thometz route to first base and, after some disagreement, gave the assurance of some progress toward discovering the pleasure in tackling the long ball. Rene's hokum was accepted, and he was called out, and the score was 1-0. 

Just a little bit too much in the boys' hands for the ball to have been allowed to remain in the neighborhood of the senior line. The key to the game was the score, 1-0. If you don't believe it, you are not acquainted with the score of the game. It was 1-0, and the reason was that the seniors had a great lead. And so, as they did not have a lead, they were unable to score. And the game was over.
To interpret them, preach them, are a duty. To do this one must study and know the Bible as that term originate?
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